Upper airway dilating muscle hyperactivity during non-rapid eye movement sleep in English bulldogs.
Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) is seen during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep in English bulldogs, but it is absent during non-REM sleep. The SDB during REM sleep is associated with changes in neural drive to the diaphragm (DIA) and to an upper airway dilator, the sternohyoid (SH). In the present study, the EMG activity of the DIA was recorded in unrestrained, naturally sleeping, English bulldogs (n = 6) and in control dogs (n = 5). The EMG of the SH was recorded in five of these bulldogs and in four of the control dogs. The activity of the DIA was similar in the two groups of dogs throughout sleep, with the normal increased variability and altered recruitment patterns during REM sleep in all dogs. However, in the presence of the narrowed upper airway of bulldogs, the pattern of the upper airway dilator was dramatically different. In bulldogs, SH activity was virtually always related to inspiration (96 to 100% of breaths during both waking and non-REM sleep). In contrast, SH activity showed inspiratory-related increases in only a minority of breaths during non-REM sleep (32%) in control dogs (p < 0.05). Furthermore, SH drive, as measured by the plateau amplitude, fell during REM sleep in bulldogs, whereas it increased in control dogs (p < 0.05). In control dogs without SDB, we found that central respiratory drive to the SH was highest but variable during waking and minimal during non-REM sleep and that it fluctuated with phasic events during REM sleep. In bulldogs, however, high levels of SH activity occurred during waking and throughout non-REM sleep, apparently preventing SDB in these states. Episodic decreases in SH drive were observed during REM, and they were associated with SDB. These data support the proposition that compensatory pharyngeal dilator hyperactivity is necessary to maintain airway patency and normal breathing in bulldogs, a canine breed with an anatomically compromised upper airway.